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Executive Summary 

 

(to be drafted) 

 

1. Background 

 

Experiential tourism continues to grow globally with travellers increasingly looking to connect 

with their holiday destination in a more culturally immersive way. 

 

In a 2017/2018 survey of over 11,000 travellers conducted for the Expedia Group1 asked 

respondents to identify which considerations were most important to them in choosing a holiday. 

The top 3 responses included (1) Activities I will be doing on my trip (2) A once in a lifetime 

experience (3) The cultural experience. 

 

Among activities that are important to travellers, food tourism is also a growth area and 

experiences such as farm to plate dining, aided by the rise in social media such as instagram, 

continue to experience growth.  

 

Farms in the Pacific have various strengths that lend themselves to a quality agri-tourism 

experience. These include a culture and tradition of story-telling, small-holder, family and 

community-oriented farms that grow a diverse range of crops, tropical crops that many tourists 

may buy imported to their home countries but have not seen them grow and tropical crops that 

visitor may be unfamiliar with.  

 

Capitalising on the potential to develop quality and unique agri-experiences that can support 

countries in the Pacific to diversity their tourism offerings and support farmers to diversity their 

revenue streams requires bringing together the collective knowledge of operators, potential 

operators, tourism ministries and tourism marketing agencies to support growth in this area. 

 

The tourism sector demands certain standards with respect to tourism products, in particular 

relating to food health and safety. Other constraints to small community and farm operators 

include the unfamiliarity of tourism industry - and particularly tourism value chains which may 

include many actors, knowledge relating to marketing and selling within the tourism sector and 

 
1Multi-National Travel Trends, Expedia Media Group 
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product development advice including training for guides and advice on infrastructure 

improvements required.  

 

The analysis provides policy and decision makers, private sector partners and industry 

stakeholders an overview of the current market trends, opportunities and challenges to 

developing agritourism experiences in Fiji, Tonga and Vanuatu. 

2. Global Trends 

 

Reclaiming The Real 

 

Starting in the 19th century and reaching homogenous heights with globalisation, mass tourism 

has enjoyed a long and healthy reign - traditionally flights, accommodation and resort-based 

activities have been packaged up into the all-inclusive, “flop and drop”2 holiday.  

 

However today’s landscape is remarkably different. Over time consumer attitudes have shifted, 

travellers moving away from packaged, cookie-cutter escapes towards adventurous, authentic 

and off the beaten track experiences. Twenty years ago no one in Finland or Japan could have 

predicted that people would pay to spend the night in an igloo or watch Sumo wrestlers in a 

training session. 

 

Today the demand for these types of immersive, local experiences is booming, a robust and 

systemic shift. In 2014, Skift Research estimated an annual growth of +9% annually to a value of 

$150 billion.3 Their prediction proved correct when in 2018, the Wall Street Journal reported that 

the amount spent by travelers on tours, attractions, events and activities had swelled to 21%, 

$159 billion.”4 

 

“People want to reclaim what’s real. Mass tourism is no longer sufficient.” says Jamie Wong, 

founder/CEO of Vayable, a user-generated, online marketplace for tours and activities.  

 

Who Wants To Be A Tourist? 

 

 
2 Flop and Drop Holidays 

3 https://research.skift.com/report/the-state-of-tours-and-activities-2018/ 

4 https://www.wsj.com/articles/travel-websites-push-experiences-1544106026 

https://www.havenmagazine.com.au/flop-drop-holidays/
https://research.skift.com/report/the-state-of-tours-and-activities-2018/
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Alongside the development of experiential tourism, the notion of a “tourist” is rapidly becoming 

outmoded. The experiential trend is moving towards, and actually already uses, the idea of the 

“traveler” rather than the “tourist”.  

 

“No one wants to be a tourist – not even tourists. It has connotations of uncritical consumption, 

of high prices and low quality, of being mindlessly funnelled amid a mass of humanity towards 

the sorts of joints that real New Yorkers or Londoners or Parisians wouldn’t be caught dead in.”5 

 

Visiting iconic landmarks and engaging in quintessential activities continue to hold true - visiting 

the Statue of Liberty while in New York or embarking on a safari in South Africa oozes bucketlist 

allure.  

 

However visitors are now “Not content with simply being in another country, visiting its 

landmarks or enjoying its beaches, experiential travellers are looking to return home with 

something more than a photo album, but a lasting and shareable skill, or the learnings from an 

activity steeped in history or tradition.”6 

 

Overall there is an indisputable and significant trend toward travelers seeking to connect with a 

country’s history, people and culture. Leaving their resorts, people want to "travel better, on a 

deeper emotional and more personal level".7  

 

‘Doing’ now weighs equally with ‘going’, with almost two thirds of travelers (60%) now valuing 

experiences higher than material possessions.8 Leaving their resorts, people want to "travel 

better, on a deeper emotional and more personal level".9 From street food safaris in bustling 

Bangkok, chocolate-making and tasting in Western Australia, home-based cooking classes in 

Delhi, to learning how bees live, work and make honey in Lousa, Portugal,  the demand for locally 

made and culturally connected activities is thriving.   

 

In an effort to understand the motivations and mindset of travelers the Expedia Group conducted 

an extensive quantitative survey capturing inputs from 11,000 travelers in 11 countries around 

 
5 https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/sep/15/authentic-tourist-app-instagram-holiday 

6 The rise of experiential travel: How is the industry adapting? Vado, 2019 
7 Peak + Skift, The Rise of Experiential Travel, 2014 

8 Reference required 

9 Peak + Skift, The Rise of Experiential Travel, 2014 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/sep/15/authentic-tourist-app-instagram-holiday
https://medium.com/vadoapp/the-rise-of-experiential-travel-how-is-the-industry-adapting-6c625519fb07#_ftn1
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the globe.10 Findings revealed a distinct and significant pattern across regions and spanning 

generations - although budget is a consideration, travel decisions are governed by heart, not 

head. According to those canvassed, culturally immersive, one-in-a-lifetime experiences and 

activities is what drives travel decisions. 

 

 

 

In addition, travelers are also seeking some form of transformation, personal development 

fulfillment - they want to know that their travels are, in some way, fulfilling for others, too. 

 

As American Express conducted their annual travel survey, compiling and tracking inputs from an 

international network of travel consultants and year-over-year proprietary booking data, they 

discovered the move towards purpose-driven travel - 68% of consumers seek travel experiences 

that offer a deeper sense of meaning. 

 

“Consumers want to have life-fulfilling experiences when they travel, and they are seeking travel 

experiences that closely align to their own personal values,” says Laura Fink, VP of marketing at 

American Express Travel. “For example, we are seeing customers looking for travel experiences 

 
10 Connecting the Digital Dots: The Motivations and Mindset of Online Travelers, Expedia Group 
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that will allow them to interact with the local community; they want to visit private homes, 

schools, orphanages and smaller villages.”  

 

● “An overwhelming majority of global travelers (86%) would be willing to spend some time 

on activities that offset the environmental impact of their stay, with over a third (37%) 

willing to clear plastic and litter from a beach or other tourist attraction.”11 

 

● Adventure tourism, a niche once reserved for live-on-the-edge, status symbol style 

activities, is rapidly shifting.  The 2019 Adventure Industry Snapshot (presented by the 

Adventure Travel Association, compiling data for more than a decade) reports travelers 

are chiefly motivated by “new experiences” keen “to travel like a local” and engage with 

cultural encounters. Sustainable itineraries and “slow” travel activities are on the rise, 

such as safaris, culinary tours and hiking, with 35% of those surveyed saying this 

progression is a key factor driving growth.12 

 

Backed By Behaviour 

 

These survey findings are found thriving in the marketplace, consumer claims backed by solid 

data - online travel giants are applying sophisticated data algorithms to capture, monitor and 

measure consumer behaviour. 

 

The evidence is overwhelming, reflecting enormous growth across experiential sectors - since 

2015, there has been year-over-year growth across categories such as outdoor activities, cultural 

and theme tours, and food, wine and nightlife, ranging from 40%-100%.13  

 

Digital disruptor Airbnb is enjoying solid success with their Experiences marketplace, promoting 

local cuisine, arts, music and outdoor adventures.  In 2017 bookings increased by 2500%, the 

product growing 25X faster than their original business model leading to expansion into “new 

passion categories – Airbnb Concerts, Social Dining, Adventures and expanding Social Impact 

Experiences”.14 

 

 
11 Booking.com Reveals 8 Travel Predictions for 2019 

122019 Industry Snapshot, Adventure Travel Trade Association 

13 Big Data Mining Previews 2019's Hottest Vacation Trends And The Future Of Online Travel, Forbes Magazine, Dec 2018 
14 Airbnb Doubles Down on Experiences, Expanding to 1000 Destinations and Adding New Passion Categories in 2018  

https://www.airbnb.com/
https://globalnews.booking.com/bookingcom-reveals-8-travel-predictions-for-2019/
https://www.adventuretravel.biz/research/2019-industry-snapshot
https://www.forbes.com/sites/petertaylor/2018/12/02/big-data-mining-previews-2019s-hottest-vacation-trends-and-the-future-of-online-travel/amp/
https://press.airbnb.com/airbnb-doubles-down-on-experiences-expanding-to-1000-destinations-and-adding-new-categories-in-2018/
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And in 2018, when online travel giant Tripadvisor evaluated internal bookings and millions of 

independent, worldwide traveller reviews they found: 

 

● 67% more travelers chose to book an outdoor activity like glacier hiking, bungee jumping, 

scuba diving, or mountain biking.  

 

● Cooking classes and immersive workshops in subjects like painting and architecture 

jumped 61%.  

 

● Food, wine, and nightlife experiences were also up 45%. 

 

● 59% more travelers decided they’d rather engage in a cultural excursion or an historically-

themed tour than sit by the bar or get sunburned on the beach.15 

 

“We’re seeing more travellers balancing their itineraries with a mix of classic sightseeing and 

more unique local experiences,” said Laurel Greatrix, TripAdvisor Director of Communications. 

“Of course, travellers heading to Rome want to explore the Vatican and the Sistine Chapel, but 

they’re also booking experiences like food tours to enhance their trip and see the city like a local.” 

 

Not surprisingly tourism’s conventional players are paying close attention, attempting to pivot 

from their usual formula: 

 

● Flight Centre Travel Group (FCTG), sporting more than 2,800 retail outlets and an array of 

international travel brands16, detours from it’s status quo packages now promoting “best-

kept secrets”, sizzling street food and activities with a ”traditional feel” 17.    

 

● Although historically hotels have tried to keep guests within the grounds and maximise 

revenue, there is now widespread acceptance that guests are more interested in 

exploring outside the hotel walls. 

 

As Mike Cascone, president of Forbes Travel guide recognises “they want to experience 

the local culture, cuisine, activities, so what we’ve found is a lot of the properties have 

 
15 Reference required 

16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flight_Centre 

17 Food around the World: What to Eat Where, Flight Centre, 2019 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flight_Centre
https://www.flightcentre.co.uk/uk-travel-blog/food-around-the-world-what-to-eat-where
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taken their concierge service to the next level...where the hotel staff provides great 

seamless connectivity to the local experiences, is where the hotel in the guest’s mind 

really drives value.”18 

 

A Digital World 

 

Underpinning this evolution is technology, particularly the powerful rise of social media and it’s 

bustling shareable economy. 

 

For millions of years humans have always sought to belong to collectives larger than themselves, 

a quest once limited by geography. However today’s seamlessly connected world has opened the 

doors, with individuals finding “their people” online.  

 

As world-renowned author and thought leader Seth Godin explores, online tribes are founded 

on sharing personal, authentic, exclusive and meaningful stories people can identify with. “Tribes 

make our lives better, and leading a tribe is the best life of all.“ 

 

 

Today we can watch people visiting amazing places every minute of every day. As you’re on the 

bus bound for work, you’re watching a tribe of travelers achieve their travel goals. It’s inspiring, 

influential and perhaps, sparking some envy.  

 

Often referred to as the “Insta Effect”, this is a crucial component driving and sustaining the 

evolution of experiential travel - it’s not just about the experience itself, but also the sharing of 

that experience. Travelers are seeking activities that are authentic and immersive, but also 

broadcast-worthy. 

 

In simple terms, we now show off through experiences, not things - experiences have become a 

shareable status currency enabling consumers to tell a story about who they are and what they 

believe.  

 

As Victoria Loomes, a senior trend analyst at trendwatching.com states: 

 

 
18 The Rise of Experiential Travel, Peak + Skift, 2014 

https://trendwatching.com/
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‘In the past, social status often went hand-in-hand with the ownership of material possessions – 

think cars or designer handbags. But now, there’s a greater emphasis on experience, skills and 

personal development. And in a social media-led world, it’s all about how you share these new 

status signifiers.’19 

 

A study by the University of Georgia explores how social media is a powerful persuader when it 

comes to travel decisions suggesting “destinations with high social media potential could take 

advantage of the ‘bandwagon effect’ and the ‘snob effect’ as they wax and wane in popularity.” 20  

 

And with online travel agents and a stream of apps in play, “ you’re less than 10 clicks away from 

seeing an image on Instagram to purchasing a ticket to go there,” says Chris Burkard, a 

photographer with National Geographic21.  

 

Proof In The Pudding 

 

Not surprisingly, this has led to the emergence of alternative marketing channels such as 

“influencer marketing” — social media trendsetters incorporating brands, products and 

destinations into their lifestyle feed and feeding out to their large, content hungry following. 

 

This is now a $1.7 billion industry, with tech giant Instagram ranking as the most important social 

media channel.22 

 

● Fullscreen & Shareable highlights that amongst the 18-34 year old demographic, 42% 

admit to trying a product recommended by an influencer, whilst 26% say they have 

actually made a purchase based on a recommendation.”23 

 

● Trolltunga, an isolated clifftop in picturesque Norway has received an explosion in visitors. 

What photos of this iconic vista don’t reveal is the long line of hikers weaving around the 

rocky terrain each morning, all waiting for their chance to capture their version of the 

 
19 Are you an 'experiental traveller'? How tourism became a dirty word, The Telegraph, 2017 

20 Social return and intent to travel 

21 Why Tourism Businesses Should Be Present On Instagram   

22 Reference required 

23 “Influence by the Numbers”, Fullscreen & Shareable, 2018 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/life/experiental-traveller-tourism-became-dirty-word/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S026151771730184X
https://www.frankiethomas.com/blog/why-tourism-businesses-should-be-present-on-instagram
https://fullscreen.com/2018/03/27/influence-numbers-lowdown-whos-really-influential-online/
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Instagram-famous shot. Between 2009 and 2014, visitors to Trolltunga increased from 

500 to 40,000 in what many consider a wave of social media-fueled tourism.24 

 

● 2015, in the small alpine town of Wanaka, New Zealand, the local tourism board began 

inviting and hosting influencers to post about their adventures. The result was the fastest 

tourism growth in the country: a 14 percent increase.25 

 

3. Country Analysis 

 

3.1 Fiji 

 

Fiji continues to receive the largest share of visitors and in the Pacific region at 40%, in addition 

to being the biggest tourist destination. In the fourth quarter of 2018, the South Pacific Tourism 

Organisation (SPTO) reported a 40.4% as top Pacific destination. This was an increase of 0.2%, for 

the same quarter in 2017 (SPTO, 2019). In economical terms, the World Travel and Tourism 

Council (WTTC) report for 2017 revealed; total GDP contribution was 40.3%, equating to 

FJD4,119.4m. In terms of job creation, travel and tourism directly supported an estimate of 42,500 

jobs for 2017, an overall13% of total employment (WTTC, 2018). These include hotel workers, 

travel agents, airlines and other services and activities directly supported by tourists, such as 

restaurants, cafes and the leisure industry.    

 

Australia has and continues to account for the largest number of visitors into Fiji. In 2017, the 

Australian visitors made up an estimated 43% of total arrivals into the country (FoB, 2018). New 

Zealand, the United States of America (USA), Canada and the United Kingdom (UK) make up the 

list of the top five countries who visit Fiji. Visiting Fiji for a holiday remain the highest reason for 

visiting Fiji. At 85% ‘rest and relaxation’ are the two predominant reasons for visiting Fiji (IVS, 

2016).  Other reasons for visiting include honeymoon, weddings, scuba diving and Fijian culture. 

 

Fiji’s tourism earnings at the end of September quarter in 2018 stood at FJD648.9m. This is an 

increase of 6.4% compared to the same period of 2017 (FoB, 2018).  The average length of stay 

was 8.2 nights. For the two main markets, an average Australian approximately spent FJD2,350 

 
24 How Instagram Is Changing Travel, National Geographic 

25 Instagram thanked for South Island tourism boom, Stuff, 2016 

 
 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/travel-interests/arts-and-culture/how-instagram-is-changing-travel/
https://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/news/78274433/instagram-thanked-for-south-island-tourism-boom
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with New Zealand slightly lower, with FJD1,916.  The largest spending is by visitors who come for 

‘rest and relaxation’ with an amount of FJD1 billion, while those on honeymoon, though only 7% 

of visitors spend twice the average amount of FJD44 m (IVS, 2016).  Similarly, scuba divers, a high 

spending group, who make up only 1% of visitors, spend FJD38 million. Other key niche markets, 

such as wedding (FJD77m), surfing (FJD5.4m) and golf (FJD2.1m) indicate being powerful drivers 

of spenders in Fiji and yield a higher return as compared to the ‘rest and relaxation’ visitor.  

 

In 2017, the largest group of visitors, at 22% were those in the 20-29 years range (IVS, 2018). This 

was followed by those in the 30-39 years range at 19%, with the 40-49years range coming in third 

at 17%. Respectively, these groups visited Fiji for the following purposes; volunteer, 

education/training and sport. The 30-39years range came conference/convention.  In addition to 

conference/convention purposes, those in 40-49years range arrived for business purposed.   

 

The top five most popular activities taken by visitors in 2017 are swimming (sea) at 65%, walking 

at 50%, beach walking in third at 50%, shopping came in fourth at 44% and snorkeling at 42%. 

Interestingly, village visits/tours were ranked thirteen out of the nineteen activities scoring a 25%. 

In 2014, nature-based activities such as hiking/trekking, birdwatching, farm tours scored very low 

to zero percentages on the Activities table (IVS, 2014). Such findings indicate the following for  this 

niche product/activity; very little or no awareness that there is product/activity as agritourism 

experiences, it is yet to be formalized by relevant authorities as an actual product – so that 

documentation could be recorded (e.g. percentages of visitors engaged in such activity), locals 

getting involved and acquiring the knowledge to divulge into agritourism in addition to their 

farming. Finally, slow implementation processes by the government towards agritourism, even 

though there have been workshops and conferences of this niche product. 

 

For Fiji, much of the agritourism forums have focused mainly around linkages between 

agriculture and tourism through food as in the farm to table concept, growing and eating local. 

There was an agritourism week in 2015, where celebrity chefs, Shailesh Naidu, Collin Chung and 

Robert Oliver converged to a popular tourism region, Denarau for cooking shows (Fiji Sun, 2015). 

This event was a partnership collaboration between the chefs and the Pacific Agriculture Policy 

Project (PAPP) Secretariat of the Pacific Community. In 2018, a few national level forums took 

place, including; Agritourism Policy Setting workshop held in February, with a follow up workshop 

in April. Later in August, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) launched a report on its study 

of fresh produce demand from Fiji’s hotels and resorts. In these events, discussions centered on 

food – farm to table/ farm to fork concepts. There was a brief mention of farm visits and stays.  

Moreover, the recently published Fiji Tourism 2021 (FT 2021) document still does not give 
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agritourism experiences a formal acknowledgement as a new niche product to be explored. 

Instead, FT 2021 indicates that there is a need to strengthen linkages between the agriculture 

and tourism sectors, through the use of more locally grown food in restaurant foods. Although 

the plan highlights that the economic benefit of tourism is to be distributed as much as possible 

to the host communities.   

 

While there are only a handful of established operations offering visitors these farm experiences, 

some of them have been offering these experiences for over a decade. A few known agritourism 

experience businesses are Garden of the Sleeping Giants, Bobo’s Farm, Epi’s Tour, Nabogiono 

Farms, Spices of Fiji, Flavours of Fiji, Gaiatree Sanctuary, and recently Tukuni Restaurant. It is also 

exciting to note that there is growing interest amongst small holder farmers diversifying into this 

niche – offering farm tours/visits and stays for additional revenue.   

 

The following sections will look into the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and strengths of 

the agritourism experiences in Fiji. 

 

Strengths 

 

1. Fiji has abundant land and marine based resources including farms, aquaculture and 

horticulturally based operations. This is the basis of any form of agritourism 

experience.  

2. There is an established agritourism working taskforce in place. The taskforce is private 

sector driven. This platform has the ability to make submissions and 

recommendations for a vibrant agritourism experience product through legislations.   

3. Some farmers have already diversified and have opened up their farms for visits. 

Moreover, the number of youthful farmers enthusiastic about heading down this path 

is growing in numbers.  This is a very encouraging and positive indication. 

4. There are high visitor numbers which could be offered alternative activities, apart 

from the sun, sand and sea experience. The recent IVS reported swimming and 

walking as the top activities for 2016 (IVS, 2017).  

 

Weaknesses & Constraints 

 

1. There is no standard definition of what agritourism experience is, in addition to the 

absence of guidelines for those pursuing this market. 
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2. The FT 2021 plan does not recognize agritourism experiences as a niche, thus it will not 

be viewed as a priority by the Ministry of Tourism for support. 

3. Lack of locals input. This includes clear guidelines and legal framework to stakeholders 

on the requirements of this product development and to ensure compliance to national 

standards and targets for agritourism experiences sustainability. 

4. The red tape associated with land tenancy/lease. Most of the farmers have agricultural 

leases, these will need be to be converted to tourism lease, should farmers intend to 

operate farm tours etc. Additionally, there are fees involved which are high. 

5. Lack of effective coordination/ networking and implementation of forum outcomes 

between the public and private sectors.  

6. Lack of awareness to interested farmers wishing to diversify into this area, especially in 

the areas of developing this product.  

7. Agritourism experience concept not fully understood, especially the value chain 

processes. 

8. Lack of data to identify the number of visitors who have engaged or are interested in such 

a product. 

9. Lack of understanding for those interested farmers; in the areas of product development, 

marketing and overall business management 

10. Lack of support for interested farmers in the areas of; product development, marketing 

and overall business management  

11. Lack of branding – no focus marketing on agritourism experiences. 

 

Opportunities 

 

1. FT 2021 has identified the need for a Tourism Act that is conducive for the evolving 

tourism industry. This is a great platform to include legal framework that will guide 

agritourism experiences operators. 

 

2.  Have associations in various tourism regions that are inclusive of all key stakeholders to 

collaborate and build up potential/interested agritourism experiences, and more 

importantly resolve issues pertaining to this product especially land tenure. 

 

 

3. Having champions/ role models, peer learning in agritourism experiences that can play 

the lead role in showing how things are to be done. 
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4. Support for emerging agritourism experience farmers, in the areas identified in 

Constraints/Weaknesses. 

 

 

5. Dialogue with financial institutions, especially banks, on their financing model, that is 

easily accessible to potential agritourism experience farmers. 

 

6. Develop an agritourism plan which includes all relevant stakeholders to map out 

strategies, standards and guidelines.  

 

7. Tourism Fiji to identify and include agritourism in their website/page. 

 

8. More attractive farms located in remote areas and islands are difficult and costly to 

reach. Poor transport including unreasonable flight schedules because of the lack of 

coordination between international and national flights, unsatisfactory inter- 

island transport options. In addition to expensive domestic flights, which can be 

unreliable, and ferry travel which not only is time-consuming, but uncomfortable 

at times. 

 

Threats 

 

1. The severe weather conditions of severe rainfall/drought will have negative effects on 

agritourism experiences. Fiji is rebuilding from the devasting category five Tropical 

Cyclone Winston that rummaged the country in 2016. 

 

2. Absence of strategic guidance and standards – this leads to poor quality offerings which 

then create unsatisfactory experiences. 

 

3. Excessive competition – with forecasted rapid and unsustainable expansion with too 

many new players for ‘agritourists’, oversupplying markets with similar 

products, can lead to collapse of businesses. 

 

4. The overpricing and poor quality of product, due to lack of training and understanding of 

tourist needs, leading to bad reviews on trip advisor /social media. 
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5. Core farming business can be neglected as a result of catering to tourist visitors, 

enquiries.  

 

6. Lack of understanding of the agritourism experience market and competition, especially 

from other countries and tourist destinations. 

 

7. Personal security and health (poor health infrastructure), tropical diseases especially on 

farms including dengue fever, leptospirosis and typhoid. 

 

8. The cost of starting up a business, high cost structures – tourism taxes, insurance, fees. 

 

9. The high vulnerability of the tourism industry– impacted by global economic downturn 

from its main source markets, climatic disasters, foreign exchange rates, disease 

outbreaks.  

 

Recommendations 

 

1. Formalization of the Agritourism Taskforce, this will be the link between the farmers and 

government. Within this taskforce, an agritourism experience arm be established to focus 

only on farm visits/tours/stays to establish standards and guidelines.  

 

2. Collaboration between all key partners/stakeholders on the implementation of action 

plans and strategies so those interested in this niche have clear guidelines on standards 

and procedures. Having these will ensure both parties – operators and visitors have a 

positive experience. These will then lead to good reviews, hence creating more interests, 

meaning more visitors. 

 

3. Tourism Fiji to add agritourism as a stand-alone experience in its website, there is 

currently none but ‘Nature and Scenic areas’. This creates confusion to visitors who are 

explicitly looking for agritourism experiences. 

 

4. More talanoa/dialogue sessions in the various regions of potentially ideal agritourism 

experiences be held, so that understanding the business of agritourism experience and 

its value chain is clear to interested farmers. Getting this right and correct the first time 

will save bad experiences for both the tourists and hosts. 
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5. The Fiji government to have more dialogue with financial institutions with the intention 

of ‘pressuring’ these institutions to revise their lending rates and procedures so 

smallholder entrepreneurs are able to afford their rates for business startups and 

collateral.  

 

3.2 Tonga 

 

Destination Tonga is currently ranked ninth out of the fifteen countries in the Pacific, trailing well 

behind neighbours Fiji, Samoa, Vanuatu and the Cook Islands (TTRM, 2013). Although there is 

increasing recognition of tourism potential, its visitor arrival numbers continue to reflect 

otherwise.  Its visitor growth has been underperforming for the past 15 years, with only less than 

3 percent market share in the South Pacific in 2011.  In 2017, the total international visitor arrivals 

into the Kingdom was 43,594 (SPTO, 2019).  

 

New Zealand is the largest tourist market for Tonga. In 2017, they accounted for 19,144 visitors, 

followed by Australia, the United States of America (USA), Fiji and China (SPTO, 2019). For the 

same year, 42% of the tourists (18,371), recorded holidaying in the Kingdom as the main purpose 

of visit, Visiting Friends and Relative (VFR), Business and Others were other reasons for visiting 

Tonga.   The majority of visitors into Tonga were between the 50-54 years age group (6, 241), 

followed by those in 45-49 age range (TdoS, 2018). 

 

In 2017, the direct contribution of travel and tourism in Tonga amounted to TOP63mn 

(USD74.2mn) or 6.8%. The total GDP contribution by tourism was TOP168.8m (USD74.2mn) or 

18.2%. A total of 2,500 (7%) jobs were directly supported by the industry, whereas 19.6% or 6,500 

was the total employment by the industry number of those employed national employment, 

including those who were indirectly supported by travel and tourism. 

 

Tonga’s holiday visitors’ arrival peaks between June through to October, coinciding with the whale 

watching season. The VFR market peaks during Australia and New Zealand’s school breaks over 

the Christmas holidays.   

The average visitor stay in Tonga is between seven to ten days. 

For international visitors, the most popular activity is whale watching/swimming, this is followed 

by diving, snorkeling, kayaking and learning about the history of the Kingdom.  
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As part of Tonga’s strategy to achieve its tourism potential, the Kingdom has compiled the Tonga 

Tourism Sector Roadmap (TTSR), which ‘outlines the requirements to facilitate a prioritized and 

coordinated approach to the development of the tourism in Tonga’ (TTRS, 2013, p. ii). With a 

timeline of five years, 2014-2018, the TTRS focuses on the short to medium term measures to 

build a stronger and sustainable tourism sector. The first objective of Tonga’s tourism sector 

objectives has listed tourism be its main source of income for Tongans, with the hope of 

generating 100m TOP for its economy.  

 

Agritourism experiences in Tonga is still in its infancy, although, one operator, based in the outer 

islander of Vava’u, has been in operation for over a decade. A few more have recently diversified 

their farms to allow for visits and tours.  

 

Strengths 

 

1. Though small, Tonga’s agricultural sector thrives, hence there is opportunity to open up 

these farms for visits and or tours especially to the diaspora, through the VFR, which is 

the second largest visitors to the Kingdom.  

 

2. The Government’s support to strengthen its tourism sector – through its Tourism Sector 

Roadmap and in it has highlighted sectors within the industry which could be 

strengthened. This is again an opportunity for such experiences to be greatly explored 

and assisted in. 

 

Weaknesses / Constraints  

 

1. The low visitor arrivals to Tonga has resulted in a weak tourism sector. As a result, 

operating a tourism business is challenging and difficult. This further trickles to low 

investment from foreigners and poor infrastructure, which are some key elements to a 

vibrant tourism sector. 

 

2. Tonga’s geographical location is at a disadvantage to its main source markets of New 

Zealand and Australia. The access via air and sea (cruise ships) is a longer journey which 

is a drawback.  
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3. The enabling environment is not conducive for the sustainability of small and medium 

sized operations especially in the areas of licensing processes and regulations, which 

inhibit investment (TTSR, 2013).  

 

4. A significant constraint is the Sunday Observance Act, which does not allow businesses, 

including services (restaurants, transports etc) to operate on Sundays. According to the 

IFC study, this is a significant constraint to the destination’s attractiveness and the 

industry’s profitability (TTSR, 2013). Such limitation will not enable Small and medium 

sized enterprises (SMEs) to survive.  

 

5. There is a lack of security and collateral due to financial institutions stringent processes, 

hence unaffordable for SMEs.  

 

6. There is a lack of quality inbound businesses centered around hotels in Tongatapu, hence 

knowledge of such product will not be known. 

 

7. Due to the status of Tonga’s tourism sector, there is poor understanding of international 

tourist requirements and expectations by locals (local government, community leaders, 

entrepreneurs and smallholders). 

 

8. Inability of locals to communicate their stories around traditional farming systems, 

culture and knowledge in ways which are interesting to tourists. In some instances, some 

farmers may not be great story tellers, whilst it may not be for others.  

 

9. Limited development of agritourism (accommodation and restaurants using 

exclusively local food), agritourist hubs; tours of agribusinesses, farms (including 

forest farms, agroforests, aquaculture farms, nature’s pharmacies, pearl farms etc)., 

 

Opportunities 

 

1. Collaboration between stakeholders in prioritizing points highlighted in TTSR to stimulate 

growth in visitor arrivals. 

  

2. The ministries of tourism and agriculture must create stronger linkages for the enabling 

of agritourism and experiences. 
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3. The lack of tour products on the main tourist islands of Tongatapu, Vava’u, Ha’apai and 

‘Eua provides a great opportunity for agritourism experiences on these islands to thrive.  

It will be ideal to design tour products in the islands where whale watching is the most 

popular activity, Vava’u, so visitors can stay longer. 

 

4. Tonga should improve its marina infrastructures in its small outer islands, for yachts – 

especially super yachts. These are high yielding visitors and stay for longer periods. 

 

5.  Identify specific handicrafts which are currently popular with tourists and create an 

experience for these, through women’s groups. E.g. for woven handicrafts, activities could 

include a tour of the pandanus plantation and the processes involved to the final product. 

 

6. Import substitution – resorts and restaurants mainly supplied by locally grown and 

produced foods instead of imports. Capacity building (Farmer Training, Chef Training; 

Farm to Table Value Chain training; Farmer to farmer learning). 

 

7. Promote yam festivals, which is a high valued root crop in Tonga.  In these festivals, visiting 

farms and enabling interested visitors to go through the process of planting yams, is 

suitable. 

 

8. Development of an Agritourism business compendia for Tonga.  

 

9. Development of National AgriTourism Body or taskforce 

 

10. Enhance enabling environment (policy, legal, business, infrastructure): Policy Incentives. 

The government has revised some of its processes for starting up a business, which has 

had positive results on potential business owners (TTSR, 2013). 

 

11. Improve technology for information and data (finance/fiscal, women, industry, product, 

land etc); through the areas of mobile phone telecommunications, internet connectivity. 

 

12. National recognition/award systems; Innovative policies /pathways to promote PPPs, 

youths, women, provinces and communities; improved linkages between the tourism 

stakeholders – accommodation sector, tour operators, etc. 
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13. To provide clear guidelines on development of farm or village stays which is standardized, 

especially for would be operators in remote areas. 

 

14. Better marketing by tourism bodies, including promotion of uniqueness of Pacific 

agritourism sector (and link to climate change, rural development, protection of culture). 

 

15. Tapping into the local indigenous traditional knowledge and agrobiodiversity, this also 

enables such knowledge to be passed down to younger generation.  

 

16. Development of better suited, branded/labelled and packaged, value-added primary 

produce as gifts for carry-on tourist export market. 

 

Threats 

 

1. Tonga has a combination of high volcanic islands and low coral atolls, making its group of 

islands vulnerable to natural disasters and climate change. Recently, Tonga has been 

badly hit by tropical cyclones.  

 

2. Economic downturn of current source markets will further cripple its already struggling 

tourism industry.  

 

3. Stiff competition from other South Pacific islands neighbours – in particular Fiji and 

French Polynesia as holiday destinations and Vanuatu for agritourism experience 

products. 

  

4. Volatility – impacted by global economic downturn, climatic disasters, foreign 

exchange rates. 

 

5. Personal security and health (poor health infrastructure), tropical diseases especially on 

farms (dengue fever, leptospirosis etc). 

 

6. High cost structures – tourism taxes, insurance etc 

 

7. Poor transport linkages - including lack of coordination between international and 

national flights. For the main source markets, this is time consuming.  In addition to often 
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unsatisfactory inter-island transport options, i.e. domestic flights expensive, infrequent 

and unreliable, ferry travel travels also time consuming and uncomfortable. 

 

8. Absence of strategic guidance and standards – taxation, safety, health  leading to poor 

quality offerings. 

 

9. Excessive competition - rapid and unsustainable expansion with too many new 

players available ‘agritourists’ eg. Farm stays oversupplying markets with similar 

products, leading to collapse of businesses. 

 

10. Overpricing and poor quality of product (due to lack of training and understanding of 

tourist needs), leading to bad reviews on trip advisor /social media. 

 

11. Core farming business neglected as a result of catering to tourist visitors. 

 

12. Lack of understanding of the market and competition (especially from other 

countries/tourist destinations). 

 

13. Practices on inbound operators / hotels (insurance, payment terms etc) 

 

Recommendations 

 

1. With clear direction from the Tongan government on where they want their tourism 

industry to be, prioritizing the implementation of items indicated in the TTSR would be an 

ideal starting point. 

 

2. Its tourism ministry needs to collaborate with other ministries and private sectors on ways 

they can rope resources together for the benefit of its tourism industry. For example, 

agricultural sector, national planning, finance, banks, agricultural exporters.  

 

3. Create an Agritourism taskforce with stakeholders from the private and public sectors to 

map out strategies on getting this right, especially to interested farmers. 

 

4. Organize and hold dialogue sessions between all stakeholders to map out the direction 

of Tonga’s agritourism experiences. 
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5. The TTSR identifies the need pursue the yachting industry, especially super yachts, which 

are high yielding visitors and stay for longer periods. This means putting in proper 

infrastructure to entice this market into the islands.  

 

6. Government to continue streamlining processes for investment and business start ups 

for ease of doing business. Additionally, more dialogue with financial institutions to 

review its lending policies to be flexible to enable ordinary farmers to access loans etc. 

 

3.3 Vanuatu 

 

In 2017, the total number of international visitors by air to Vanuatu was 109,108 while cruise ship 

passengers accounted for 223,551. Majority of the air visitors list holiday as their main purpose 

of travel to Vanuatu, in 2017, this was 79% of visitors. Other reasons include VFR at 9% while 

those who arrived for business, meetings and conferences was 3% (VNSO, 2018). 

 

Like Fiji, Australians are the highest international visitors to Vanuatu. In 2017, Australia visitors 

totaled 52.5% (57,384), New Caledonia with 14.5% (15,826), New Zealand reeling 10.5% (11,554), 

Other Pacific Countries at 6.5% (7,147) and Europe on 6.2% (6,801). The average length of stay 

for these visitors is 11.4days. Visitors are also drawn to the outer islands of Vanuatu and these 

are; Tanna, Santo, Efate offshore Islands, Pentecost Island, Malekula, and Ambrym to list the 

popular ones.     

 

For the year 2017, direct contribution of Travel and Tourism to Vanuatu’s GDP was 

VUV16,343.6mn (USD144.6mn), 18.2% of total GDP in 2017 (WTTC, 2018). This resulted in the 

industry’s total contribution to Vanuatu’s GDP VUV41,325.6mn (USD365.7mn), translating to 

46.1%. 11,000 jobs or 14.4% of total employment were directly supported by travel and tourism 

for the same year. Travel and tourism’s total contribution to employment for the year was 39.3% 

of total employment, translating to 30,000 jobs (WTTC, 2018).  

 

The country achieved economic growth from 2003 – 2009, averaging 5.7%. As a result of the 

global financial crisis, this slipped to 3% in 2010 (Vanuatu Strategic Tourism Action Plan (VSTAP), 

2013). Generally, tourism contributes to 20% of Vanuatu’s GDP.  The economy of Vanuatu is 

primarily agriculture based, with the following commodities being the high export earners; 

coconut oil, copra, kava and beef make up for more 75% of the country’s exports.  
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At 72%, holiday remains the highest purpose of visit to Vanuatu, followed by business or 

conference at 11%, while visiting friends/family (VFR) remain low at 8% (IVS, 2018).  The average 

length of stay is 8.1 nights. Visits to the various tourism region record; 97% remain in Efate, where 

Port Vila is, 18% on Tanna and only 15% visit Espiritu Santo.  

 

The spending power of visitors during their travel to Vanuatu show the business and conference 

spend the highest per person per visit. In 2017, a visitor for this market spent approximately 

USD1,932. Those arriving to Vanuatu for honeymoon and wedding purposes spent USD1,903 to 

be the second highest spenders. Visitors traveling for education purposes were placed third with 

USD1,894. The holiday makers spent USD1,545, while the VFR market were recorded to be the 

least of the spenders averaging at only USD1,301 per person.  The five top spending items by 

visitors include food and beverage, accommodation, tours/tour operator services, retail and 

domestic travel within Vanuatu.  

 

Vanuatu is a popular cruise destination. This is reflected in its visitor arrivals, where the numbers 

of cruise visitors almost doubles those arriving by air (SPTO, 2019). From 2015 to 2017, cruise 

passengers’ numbers totaled 675,511 whereas air travelers amounted to 294,177 visitors (SPTO, 

2019).  This market has been consistently strong over the past four years. In 2013, it earned a 

total of AUD34.6million (IFC, 2014). It is estimated that is able to generate up to 3,250 total 

employment opportunities. On average, passengers from cruise ships spend the estimated 

amounts per day, at their various Vanuatu stops; $96 in Port Vila, $45 in Luganville and $11 on 

Mystery Island. Port Vila receives the most percentages of visitors’ expenditure, as a result of 

well-developed tours and shopping opportunities (IFC, 2014). 

 

Most of the tourism activities in Vanuatu are deeply rooted on culture, nature, adventure and 

relaxation (VSTAP, 2014).  This could be a reason why their agritourism product is well developed 

and organized. As a result, agritourism is a stand-alone experience on one of Vanuatu’s leading 

locally led tour operators. Some of the experiences include chocolate tours which include tours 

to the cocoa farms, wild food hunts, kava discovery tours or simply exploring the culture and 

history of Vanuatu.  Some examples of agritourism experiences are; The Summit Gardens, Tanna 

Coffee, Eden on the River, ACTIV, Round Island Touris, Port Vila Mamas Market, Vanuatu 

Handicraft Market, Wharf Road Port Vila, Ekasup Village Tour and Vanuatu Secret Garden and 

Outdoor Cultural Centre (VAPA, 2016). 

 

The Vanuatu government sees great potential in agritourism and has shown its support through 

various plans namely; Vanuatu Strategic Tourism Action Plan (VSTAP) 2014-2018, Vanuatu 
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Tourism Plan of Action, Vanuatu Agritourism Plan of Action (VAPA) 2016, a Vanuatu Agritourism 

steering committee and its most recent Sustainable Tourism Policy 2018-2030. 

 

Strengths 

 

1. Vanuatu government’s commitment to this niche product through its action plans. In the 

Vanuatu Agritourism Plan of Action document provides a framework for enhanced 

integration of tourism and the productive sectors including agriculture, fisheries and 

livestock. One of its focal points is agritourism attractions and tours.  

 

2. Availability of natural resources and small holder farmers who could open up their farms 

to diversify their farms products. 

 

3. The various provinces in Vanuatu have their own tourism plans and officers. This makes 

marketing for agritourism experience products easy especially when having to liaise with 

the Department of Vanuatu tourism.  

 

4. The regular cruise ship visits ensure there are constant visitors to these experiences, 

when positioned and marketed well. 

 

5. Identification of agritourism experiences available in Vanuatu is very obvious because of 

its clear labelling in one of its popular tourism websites, Travel Santo.  

 

Weaknesses & Constraints 

 

Some have been adopted from the VSTAP & VAPA 

 

1. Low profile in the market place – many of the businesses provide their marketing and the 

presence of their product and generally does not get much exposure, in terms of being 

featured in inflight magazines.  

 

2. There is limited capacity to scale up.  Most of the operations are SMEs and are typically 

constrained with access to finance, skill development and investment in new technology 

and marketing. 
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3. The lack of critical mass. All of the agritourism experiences in Vanuatu, around 10 of them, 

are small businesses and operate independently.  

 

4. Although there are awards and recognition for good practice with the tourism industry, 

there are none which specifically showcase products or innovation of agritourism 

attractions. 

 

5. Although Vanuatu welcomes masses of cruise ship tourists weekly, the majority of these 

are on pre-paid tours, sold on the cruise, which does not allow them to experience other 

attractions such as these.  

 

Opportunities 

 

Some have been adopted from VAPA 

 

1. Integrate agritourism strengths and benefits into Vanuatu destination marketing. This will 

involve familiarisation trips for the local authorities to list these operators in the main 

marketing channels. 

 

2. Strengthen agritourism attractions and the product base. This can be done through 

product development trainings to cover specifications of the tourist types, their 

expectations, safety procedures and standards. 

 

3. Develop database of agritourism products from its various provinces and use the tourism 

officers for updates and other liaising purposes. 

 

4. Facilitate media coverage of products through trade familiarisation. This could be a 

collective effort by the Department of Tourism, the provincial tourism officers and the 

operators. 

 

5. Provide skill development on visitor management, product development and business 

management to those individuals who seek to explore this niche product. Getting it right 

the first time will save bad experiences which turn to bad reviews that are detrimental to 

SMEs. 
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6. Provision of a financing scheme and micro-financing by the financial institutions for SMEs. 

This requires efforts from the government dialogue with banks and other financial 

institutions to review its terms of lending rates and strict procedures, that be more 

‘friendly’ to small operators.  

 

Threats 

1. Adverse weather conditions and climate changes. Vanuatu has been affected by some 

severe cyclones in recent years with the latest being Tropical Cyclone Pam in 2015, which 

devastated the country and they are still rebuilding from it. 

 

2. Competition from other countries in the South Pacific region as a holiday destination. 

 

3. Overpricing and poor quality of product due to lack of training and understanding of 

tourist needs. 

 

4. Core farming business neglected as a result of catering to tourist visitors and enquiries. 

 

5. Lack of understanding of the market and competition (especially from other 

countries/tourist destinations). 

 

6. The lack of safety standards and procedures, especially if these products are out in the 

remote rural areas. 

 

7. Tropical diseases which are common and associated with farms and in the tropics. These 

include malaria, dengue fever, leptospirosis which can be deadly if visitors are not 

properly immunized.   

 

Recommendations 

 

1. While being the trendsetter of agritourism experiences in the South Pacific region, 

Vanuatu must continue doing what it currently is – maintain and strengthen good 

relationships with all its current partners. 

 

2. Provide skill training to potential farmers who wish to explore this niche. These are in 

all the aspects of the agritourism experience business. 
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3. The Vanuatu government must have dialogue with the cruise ship tour organizers to 

include agritourism experience tours options in their tour sales, given that it receives 

a large number of cruise ship passengers on a weekly basis. 

 

4. The private sector, particularly the inbound tour operators, if this has not been done, 

to link up with the agritourism experience operators, to explore ways of pushing this 

product out to potential and interested visitors. 

 

5. The Vanuatu government must continue to have dialogues with its financial 

institutions so that access of finances to interested SMEs owners are easily accessed 

– in terms of its interest rates and lending policies which are a common barrier to any 

potential entrepreneur. 
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Annexes 

 

Annex 1: Interview Instrument 

 

Information to be added
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